In this study the new concept of link relationship is developed for two loci. There is a link relationship between two nonhomologous genes if they derive by descent from the same ancestral gamete belonging to a reference gametic generation. By considering together the link and identity by descent relationships, new coefficients of dependence between genes of one or two zygotes are defined. They are probabilities of having groups of genes at a pair of loci from one or two zygotes such that there are particular link and identity by decent relationships amongst them. Consideration of the states of dependence between the genes of one and of two zygotes at one or two loci leads to new parameters for the expressions of the mean, variance and the covariance under multiallelism and epistjasis limited to a pair of loci. The case of random mating is considered without restriction on epistasis. With second degree statistics for inbred relatives, the epistasis is limited to the additive X additive interaction. Some simplifying assumptions are envisaged, with some applications particularly in the case of biallelism.
Following the basic results of Fisher [19181, Wright [1935] and Malecot [1948] , a general expression for covariances between relatives was first established by Cockerham [1954] and Kempthorne [1954; 1957] , under the assumptions of random mating and absence of linkage. Kempthorne [1957] showed that the formula still holds when the parents are inbred but not related. Cockerham [1956] investigated linkage'effects for a random mating population in linkage equilibrium and Schnell [1963] gave a general formulation of this problem. The restriction of noninbred relatives was lifted by Gillois [1964] who generalized Malkcot's concept of identity by descent, and independently at the same time by Harris [1964] . Both authors assumed the absence of linkage but Harris allowed epistasis. Gallais [1970a] gave an expression for covariances between arbitrary inbred relatives with linkage and epistasis limited to pairs of loci but retaining one main restriction: that of linkage equilibrium in the random mating base population. Comstock and' Robinson [1952] , and Robinson et al. [1960] , with the assumptions of biallelism and absence of epistasis, have shown how linkage disequilibrium biases estimates of the components of genetic variance, particularly with recently synthesized populations (e.g. F2).
In order to study the effect of linkage disequilibrium on population structure, on population mean and on the components of the genetic variance, a theoretical general approach allowing multiallelism and epistasis is necessary. Here, we consider this problem, first for a random mating population, and second for an inbred population. The assumptions in the present study are:
-diploidy or diploid behavior at meiosis, -absence of extra chromosomal effects, -absence of position effects, -absence of migration, mutation, and selection, -infinite population size, -linkage and epistasis limited to pairs of loci. We start with a reference zygote population obtained by one cycle of random mating, the gametic generation from which it derives being taken as a reference gametic population.
CONCEPT OF LINK RELATIONSHIP
A previous study (Gallais [1971b] ) introduced the concept of link relationship for two nonhomologous genes taken from a zygote in a random mating population. Under random mating there is a link relationship between two nonhomologous genes if they are derived by descent, with neither mutation nor recombination, from the same gamete in a reference gametic population.
To illustrate this relationship, consider two genes, i1 at locus 1, k2 at locus 2, with frequencies pi, and Pk, respectively. At the mth gametic generation of random mating, the frequency of gametes with genes i and k will be (Malecot [1948] ).
where c is the frequency of recombination between two loci, and fi1k2v is the frequency of gametes (ilk2) in the initial (reference) gametic population.
Let gm = (1 -c)', thus representing the probability that at the mth generation of random mating, a gametic association of two genes will be derived by descent without recombination from a particular gametic association in the initial population. Then (1 -gin) represents the probability of random association of the genes. We thus define gm as a coefficient of link relationship. It can vary between 0 and 1 as can the parameter X of Schnell [1961] , but it has a different meaning. Clearly there is a distinct value of g for each pair .of loci. At linkage equilibrium, gn = 0; there no longer exists a link relationship between the loci. In the reference gametic population, g0 = 1. Following Malecot [1948] and L'Heritier [1954] , note that "linked" loci, in this sense, are not necessarily on the same chromosome.
A consequence of the link relationship between nonhomologous genes within a zygote is an interdependence between nonhomologous genes of related zygotes. A gametic association of two genes from the source population can be maintained by descent without recombination in one zygote or with recombination can be dispersed between two related zygotes. In either case the two genes are related by descent. Hence we must give a more general definition of the link relationship. Two nonhomologous genes will be dependent by the link relationship or "linked" if they derive by descent from the same ancestral gamete of a reference gametic population.
With a gene from one locus in a zygote X, and another gene from another locus in zygote Y, the probability of having two genes dependent by the link relationship is a coefficient of link relationship between the two zygotes. For these loci, according to our definition, two zygotes must be related. We must consider simultaneously the identity by descent and the link relationships. Both are relationships of dependence between genes: the first for homologous genes, the second for nonhomologous genes.
The two relationships interact and some joint properties result. Consider in a zygote two nonhomologous genes, i1 and k2 , dependent by a link relationship, and in another zygote at the same loci genes i1' and k2' respectively, also dependent by a link relationship.
The definitions of the two relationships imply that if il' is identical by descent to i (il' -i), then k2 ' -k . This is the concept of identity by descent to two loci considered together. Conversely, if i1 ' _ i1 but k2' 0 k2, and if ii and k2 are dependent by the link relationship, then ii' and k2 are nondependent.
Extending the work of Gillois [1964] and Cockerham [1971] to take account of the identity by descent and link relationships, new coefficients of dependence can be defined as probabilities of states of dependence between genes in one or in two zygotes. They can be characterized by their rank and their order. Following Gillois [1964] the rank is the number of zygotes from which the genes are taken. The order is the number of genes taken from the zygote (s) at each locus; it will be written (n, ; n2), where ni and n2 are the numbers of genes at loci 1 and 2 respectively. With coefficients of rank 1, without considering allelism, four genes can be considered, two at each locus. With coefficients of rank 2, the interdependence of eight genes can be considered, four in each zygote. We know (Gillois [1964] , Gallais [1970a] , Cockerham [1971] ) that coefficients of rank 1 are useful in quantitative genetics for expressing population means, and coefficients of rank 2 for second degree statistics (variance and covariance).
I. THE CASE OF RANDOM MATING
Coefficients of dependence of rank 1 and population mean
In the case of random mating there are only three possible states of dependence of rank 1, order (2; 2) (considering the relationships both of link and of identity by descent). Let Cl , C2 , C3 be these three states. They derive from the state of the gametes of which there are only two types: the genes at the two loci under consideration are or are not dependent by the link relationship. As they unite at random, we obtain the three possible types of zygote. The zygotes in condition C0 result from the union of two gametes with linked genes. In condition C2 they result from the union of a gamete with linked genes, with another with no linked genes, and in condition C3 gametes have no linked genes. When g = 1, as in the reference gamete population, all zygotes are of type C0 . In linkage equilibrium, g = 0 and all are of type C3 . For each situation there is an associated probability or coefficient of dependence of rank 1, order (2; 2). Let wi,, ,2 (, I W3. , be these probabilities. They are related to the probability gm-i of having two nonhomologous genes dependent by the link relationship in the gametic generation (m -1) as it follows olm = rm-1 2; W2 = 2gm-1(l Unm-1); W3. = (1 gm-1)
With one gene at random from each of the two loci considered in an arbitrary zygote in the mth generation, we define Gm as the probability of thus obtaining two genes dependent by the link relationship. Then Gm = 1/2w,,. + 1/4 W2, = 1/2 5rm-1i
So in the reference zygote population, as go = 1, GC = 1/2. The three states of dependence correspond to three sub-populations with the same gene pool but with different dependence relationships between the genes. If Zi , k22. is the value of a two-locus genotype, with genes il , j1 at locus 1, and k2, 12 at locus 2, the mean of the population will be E(Zi, jik2l2)m = wlmEc (Zi~Lk2 l2) + 12-Ec2 (Zz i k212) ? o 8E (Zz1jk212).
To compute this mean in terms of genetic effects, we partition the genotypic value Zililk2tz according to the model of Kempthorne [1957] . To simplify the notation we take the letter a for the additive effects, , for the dominance, t for the additive X additive epistasis, y for trigenic interactions (additive X dominance epistasis) and c for tetragenic interactions (dominance X dominance epistasis). The parameters are defined in the random mating population in linkage equilibrium, which corresponds to the state C3 . In this population the properties of the parameters are well known (Kempthorne [1957] , Gallais [1970a] or E(Zi iicklJ)rn = ' + 4GmE(t79-2) + wjoiE(6-J-y).
As g,,-, tends toward 0 in advanced generations of random mating, the population mean can increase or decrease according to the values of E(Qlk2) and EQi3A.2 i-12).
Coefficients of dependence of rank 2; covariance between two zygotes I and J
The expectation E(Z -4u)(Z -) can be partitioned (Gallais [1970a] ) as shown in Appendix 1 where the genes from I are written as i, , 2, A, 12 , and those from J as,, i1', jl/ k2/1 12'.
We have now to compute the 64 component expectations of E(ZI -Y)(ZJ -1): E(aiE10,i ), E(ak2?ak.), E(a i, ak.) and so on. We give here only the general principles of computation.
For expectations involving genes from only one locus the results are known
p() represents a probability of the state of dependence indicated. Similarly
Considering E(aj1ak2'), the two genes can be dependent only by the link relationship E(ailak2') = Pr (i, "linked" to k2) E Ei fE k2ailak i~ I k2 + Pr (ij not linked to k2) E E pipk2a1ak2 il k2
But E E pi2pk2acilak, = 0, il k , so that writing Pr (i, "linked" to k2) = p(i* I k2*), E(ailak2') = (p(il* I k2*)E(ai,.ak2*) (i,* I k2*) refers to the situation where the nonhomologous genes i1 and k2 , taken from different zygotes, are dependent by the link relationship. (i1 I k2) refers to nondependence. In all other component expectations, both the link and the identity by descent relationships are involved. Following the procedure above, the principle for the computation of an expectation is simply to note for the genes involved all possible states of dependence by the two relationships. To each state of dependence there corresponds a conditional expectation, the value of which can be seen to be zero or not according to the properties of the genetic parameters of the panmictic population in linkage equilibrium. For each state there is also a corresponding probability, or coefficient of dependence of rank 2. Combining these probabilities and conditional expectations achieves the final expression for the expectation considered. Clearly, when there is no dependence relationship between the genes, the conditional expectation will be zero. Moreover, if of the genes involved only one is independent of the others by the link and identity by descent relationships, the corresponding conditional expectation will be zero. Thus to obtain the nonzero conditional expectations we have only to list the dependence relationships, between 1, 2, 3, or 4 genes in one zygote and 1, 2, 3, or 4 genes in another, for which no gene is independent of the others. The states which lead to a nonzero conditional expectation can be seen in the general expression of the formula for the covariance in Appendix 2. They are represented between the brackets which follow each 0. The notation for each state shows (i) The distribution of the genes between the two zygotes (on either side of the vertical line);
(ii) The class of identity for each gene: i , jl, ml, ni, refer to genes at locus 1, k2, 12 , r2 , S2 , at locus 2. Genes with the same indexed letter are identical by descent. (iii) The link relationship between two nonhomologous genes il and k2 . As before, genes linked if in the same zygote are written ilk2, if one in each of two zygotes il* I k2* or jl 1 120. Nonlinked genes are written ilk2 or i1 I k2 .
For each state there is a coefficient of dependence written 'pI I J, i.e. the letter p followed by the representation of the state.
From the states of dependence of rank 2, order (1; 1) to (4 ; 4), the associated conditional expectations are easily identified (i1 I i1) is associated with E(a 12) (i* k2*) is associated with E(ail*ak2*) (i1 1lk2) is associated with E(aili1ik2) ___ mir2) is associated with E(6&sk
Reciprocal states in I and J lead to the same expectation, for example
We put 2p ic 2*) = 4P j)+ ( X or Y representing a group of genes involved in the state of dependence considered.
As the two loci are equally affected by the states of dependence reciprocal states for the two loci have the same probability. For example Thus each component of E(Z,-) (Z, -) (Appendix 1) can be expressed in terms of coefficients of dependence and the corresponding conditional expectations. From the expression for population mean the correction factor,
) + gIg2J {E(auk 2 i 12)} 2 where gI (gJ) represents the probability of having two nonhomologous genes dependent by the link relationship in a gamete contributing to the zygote ZI (ZJ) . If I and J are from the same generation g, = gJ . The final expression for the covariance is given in Appendix 2. There are 48 terms. From this general expression, the expression for the variance is easily derived by putting I = J. In this case, the expectations corresponding to states with more than two genes at any one of the loci disappear.
Obviously when there is linkage equilibrium (g = 0), we find the results first given by Schnell [1963] .
II. CASE OF INBRED RELATIVES
We suppose that inbreeding begins directly from the reference panmictic population (G. = 1/2) or after a number of further cycles of random mating.
Mean of the inbred population
As before let Zi1 jk2l2 be the value of a genotype (ilj1k212) of frequency fi.j212 with genes il , j, at one locus and k2, 12 at the other, whatever their state of identity. The genotypic value is again decomposed according to the model Noting that E(ai%) = 0 whatever the relationships between the genes, the mean of the population in the given generation will be where T is the probability that the two genes at one of the two loci under consideration in a zygqte from the given generation are identical by descent and associated by the link relationship with a gene drawn at random from the other locus;
Q1Q2 is the probability that at each of the two loci under consideration in a zygote from the given generation, the two genes are identical by descent and that there is (is not for Q2) a link relationship between the two pairs of genes; cow as above is the probability that in a zygote with genes i1 , j1 at one locus and k2 ,12
at another locus, genes i1 and k2 on the one hand and genes j' and 12 on the other are de- Allowing for linkage disequilibrium gives four new parameters in the expression of the mean. Since under linkage equilibrium the number of .parameters for the covariance is greatly increased with the consideration of inbreeding and epistasis (28 terms when considering two loci with no restriction on epistasis, Gallais [1970a] ), it is to be expected that they will further proliferate with the simultaneous treatment of linkage disequilibrium, inbreeding and epistasis. Therefore, in order to limit their number we will no longer consider additive X dominance and dominance X dominance epistasis. We want to give here only the method of constructing general formulae as an application and extension of the previous results.
Covariance between two inbred zygotes I and J With the epistasis limited to the additive X additive interaction, we have to consider only the expectations in the first 7 lines of the expansion of E(Z1 -gz)(ZJ -gz) of the Appendix 1. In order to compute each expectation we shall apply the principles established above for the case of random mating. Some results are already known (Gallais [1970a] ; and above) in particular As for random mating, for each expectation we consider all dependence relationships (link and identity by descent) between the genes and apply the theorem of conditional expectations, remembering that a conditional expectation is zero if any one of the genes involved is independent of the others. Thus FI and G, corresponding respectively to F and G as defined above but now applied to the particular zygote I for the given population. Without epistasis the last two lines disappear. As before, the expression for the variance is achieved by equating I and J.
III APPLICATION TO PARTICULAR CASES
The following applications illustrate how particular theoretical problems of interest to plant and animal breeders can be solved by the general approach. Recalling our assumption of an infinite random mating population, we see that E(Zi1 12)m represents the mean of all single crosses between individuals of generation (m -1). Similarly E (Zi, jk2 l(m+1) represents the mean of all double crosses among the same individuals. Then with linkage disequilibrium and epistasis the expected value of a double cross will differ from that of a single cross. The advantage in mean of one type of variety over another will thus depend on the signs and magnitudes of E(Q-y) and E(S6zk2 l ).
b) The expected value of a particular synthetic variety
The first generation of a particular synthetic is necessarily in linkage disequilibrium; we consider this generation as the reference zygotic population. Then, from the general expression for the mean, with epistasis restricted to the additive X additive type, the expected value of a particular synthetic at the mth generation will be Ym = Yea + 4GmE(Q7-7) Yea value of the synthetic variety at the equilibrium; E(Q-k) is defined in the first generation. This formula shows that according to the sign of E(Qj-), the value can increase or decrease in advanced generations of random mating. This result was not predicted from our study of the mean of all synthetics of a given type (same number of parents at the same level of inbreeding) (Gallais [1971b] ).
c) Variance among varieties of a given type
As an example we consider only the case of single and double crosses, denoted by SC and DC respectively. A double cross will be realized by the crossing of two unrelated single cross plants. The general situation is complex, so we consider a restricted situation with only additive affects. The variance between independent crosses is given by the covariance within the crosses. From the general formula cov (Zr , ZA) = 4(p(i1 I i1) {E(ai12) + E(ak22)} I+ 8(p(ij* I k2*)E(aj1*ak2*) and SC(P(il I il) = DCP(il
SClP(ij* I k2*) = 4g.-1
(m is the generation of the parents of the single crosses). Then, according to the sign of E(ai,*.ak2*) the variance among single crosses will be greater or less than the variance among double crosses. d) Variances of general (_,2) and specific (o-f2) combining abilities in the absence of epistasis ag2 and 0_2 can be related (Kempthorne [1957] ) to the covariance between half sibs (cov HS) and to the covariance between full sibs (cov FS) as follows These variances can thus increase or decrease in advanced generations of random mating according to the values and signs of E(ai,*ako. *) and E(fil3* il*4k21. 0). In the case of biallelism it is possible to take this development further. Let -pi ,-ql be the frequencies of the genes A, a at locus 1, _P2 I q2 be the frequencies of the genes B, b at locus 2. it results for the expressions of E(ai,,*ak2*) and of E(fil* il Ofk2 *120), (see Appendix 3)
where PT represents the frequency of genes in coupling; RS represents the frequency of genes in repulsion. If the quantities { 1 -(pi -qi)a, } and { 1 -(P2 -q2)a2} have the same signs, E(ai,*ak2*) will take the sign of (PT -RS). If (PT -RS) is positive, (JD2 will decrease in advanced generations of random mating; if it is negative 0 2 will increase. The first situation has been observed by Robinson et al. [1960] , the second by Gardner and Lonnquist [1959] . In contrast, the specific combining ability variance can only decrease.
2) Inbreeding
Covariances between relatives in a situation of biallelism and absence of epistasis.
Gates [1957] said, "In considering generalized formulae for genetic variances and covariances in self fertilized crops assuming linkage, it is desirable to include the effect of random mating after the F1, but prior to initiation of continuous selling". Indeed a breeder may cross pure lines in the hope of selecting superior recombinant genotypes from the subsequent segregating material. Hanson [1959] has shown that several cycles of random mating before self fertilization will increase the rate of recombination. Then in considering covariances between inbred relatives the case of biallelism is of interest.
In the case of biallelism, we know (Gillois [1964] ) that E(fiiL j1Lf jl) = {E(oilil) } = E(0l. 1A2) and with the notation of Comstock and Robinson [1952] ,
New parameters introduced by linkage disequilibrium and inbreeding can be defined in terms of P, RI Sy T, which are defined in the reference gametic generation (see Appendix 3)
E(0ij*i1*0k2*k2*) = 4piq1p2q2aia2u1u2 + 4(PT -RS)(p1 -q1)(P2 -q2)ala2UlU2
To compute the coefficients of dependence which are useful for the covariance expression under selling, we consider, using the notation of Harris [1964] , covariances such as cov (1, n, n'), i.e. the covariance between two individuals I and J from selfing generations n and n' respectively, with nearest common ancestor in generation 1 of selling. The coefficients of dependence are given in Appendix 4. Clearly, these coefficients are not affected by the assumptions of biallelism.
Combining the results of the coefficients of dependence with the expressions of the expectations of the genetic parameters, we obtain the covariance formula given by Gates et al. [1957] . It appears as a particular case of our general formula. The case of gene frequencies of one half involves obvious further simplification.
It is not the aim of this paper to establish the type of specific conclusion of direct interest to the plant or animal breeder, which results from these applications.
CONCLUSIONS
This study is a further step in lifting restrictions from the models used in quantitative genetics. The concept of link relationship together with that of identity by descent allows a study of a population not in linkage equilibrium and leads to new expressions for the mean, variance and covariances under multiallelism and epistasis.
The coefficients of dependence are a generalization of the coefficients of kinship. Like the higher order probability functions of identity of alleles by descent defined by Gillois [1964] , Harris [1964] , Cockerham [1971] , they allow a probabilistic expression of the population structure. Further they are able to take into account linkage disequilibrium. The coefficients of rank two can be used to express joint frequencies for any types of relatives as in Cockerham [1971] . This problem was implicit in the present study but was not developed in its general form.
We have mainly applied these coefficients to the mean of a population and to the covariances between relatives. From an animal or plant breeding theory point of view, the results for the population mean can be used to study the expected value of different types of varieties, hybrids or synthetics (Gallais [1971b] ). For the variance and covariances, the new expressions allow a study of the effect of linkage disequilibrium on the genotypic variance. In particular, the effect of several cycles of random mating after synthesis of an artificial population, and prior to selection with or without inbreeding, can be considered. However, lifting the assumption of linkage equilibrium greatly increases the number of parameters, thus severely restricting the practical applications capable of estimating all the variance components. Experimental mating designs leading to estimates of functions of these components must be found. A further use of the general expression is the study of simplified situations such as biallelism, with or without equal frequencies of alleles and the restriction of epistasis to certain classes of interaction. 
COVARIANCES ENTRE APPARENTES QUELCONQUES AVEC LINKAGE ET EPISTASIE DANS LE CAS DE DRSRQUILIBRE DE LINKAGE

RESUME
Pour l'etude des populations en desequilibre de linkage, un nouveau concept est developpe: celui de relation de lien entre paires de genes non homologues. Deux genes non homologues sont dits "lie's" s'ils derivent par descendance mendelienne de la meme association gametique ancetre d'une generation gametique de reference. En combinant la relation de lien et la relation d'identit6, de nouveaux coefficients de dependance entre les genes d'un ou de deux zygotes sont definis. Ce sont les probabilities d'avoir un groupe de genes pris dans un zygote et un autre groupe de genes pris dans un autre zygote, en prenant en consideration les relations de lien et d'identite entre les genes concerns. Ils permettent alors d'obtenir les expressions de la moyenne, variance et covariance, dans le cas general de multiallelisme et d'epistasie limited 'a deux loci. Le cas de panmixie est envisage sans restriction sur les effets d'epistasie. Dans le cas de consanguinity pour le calcul de la covariance, l'epistasie a 6t6 limit6e au type additif X additif. Quelques situations simplificatrices sont envisagees avec quelques applications, plus particulie'rement dans le cas de biallelisme.
APPENDIX 1
Components of the expectation E(ZI -) (Z---genes i1 , j' at locus 1, kI2, 12 at locus 2 for zygote I -genes i1'j1' at locus 1, kI2', 12 at locus 2 for zygote J E (ZI -ui) (ZJ-) = 4 {E (oxii;) + E (o2k. x)} + 4{E(MiMk.,) + E(OCicOk.)} + 2{E(?x1TP;jl) + E(oxj,,P1j1) + E(MLk -) + E(Mk k42)} + 2{E(Xi?k21) + E(OXijPkalI) + E(XkiZ,;J) + E(Xk.Pij1)} + 8{E(oXii,;'k) + E (xi;k) + E(xk, ;;k,) + E(Mk.f1k2)} + {E(GP1jj?;jy) + E(Pk21'2,1) + E(Pijj A'l. it can be shown (Gates et al. [1957] ) that P = P1P2 + A; R = pl q2 -, S = q1p2-A, T = q1q2 ? A, with A = PT -RS. Value of the coefficients of dependence ft ;nn' (I) useful in the expression of the covariance cov (1; n, n') in the case of self fertilization and in the absence of epistasis. (See also Gallais [1970b] ).
If there are m generations of random mating prior to initiating self fertilization g = 
